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';^ INFORMATION

You will needtodiscuss someofthis unitwith an architec or p
buildings. If you are unable to contact a relevant person p e
she may arrange a suitable person for you.

This unitwillcovertheconstructionofacommercialbui ing q "'
through to completion of a commercial development rea y

Subject No. AA606

^,^ UNIT OBJECTIVES

Determine the establishment costs and investment re urns
ro erues in areas of retail, commercial and industrial zoriing.

Describe and discuss design considerations in respec o re ,
industrial buildings and complexes.

Evaluate factors of maintenance and contribution cos s app '
materials and services as they effectlong term capitalisa ion.

4 Interpretand utilisethe data contained in a setofcons ru
plans.

Analyse alternative commercial building systems provi ing v
transit, heating/cooling, fire services waste disposal an ene gy
efficiency and performance.

11.

2

3

5

,

PLEASE NOTE:

No recommended text- you will be directed to indivi ua rea g
However, a copy of A Glossary of Terms, published by t e
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I^^ READING

THE COMMERCIALllNDUSTRIAL BUILDING SITE

Information that you will require to assess and identify a block of land are:

TITLE DETAILS

. Identification - eg Blockand Section orDeposited Plan. No.

. Name of streetsfronted, possibly streetnumbers irknown.

. Sizeofblock-boundary dimensions

. Location in relation to setpoint(frequently nearest cross street)

. Shape- usually shown diagrammatically, may indicate bearings of boundaries

. Orientation- whatisthenorthpoint?

. Easementsforpower, drainageetcitany

. Covenants - restrictions on use set by previous owner to the land usually to
maintain quality of development or to preventloss of asset eg view from adjacent
site

. Anyregisteredmortgage

Subject No. AA606

SURVEY

A surveyor will be engaged to determine:

. the identification of the block (using the above title information)

. where the boundary dimensions lie & how big is the block?

. whatisthe orientation of the block?

. where to peg or place otheridentifiable pointforlocation of the boundaries

. that there are no encroachmentsorsite impediments

. that the site "allthere"- that the owner is actually purchasing whatthey think they
are purchasing.

and

Any of the following information as requested or needed to determine the suitable or
identify the block

. boundary bearings re north, south east orwest? whatis the direction of the
boundaries

the total Area of the block.



THE BUILDING PROCESS

OWNER

ARCHITECT

CONSULTANTS

Engineers
Surveyor
Electrical

Plumbing
Quantity Surveyor
Solicitor

Other

DESIGN BRIEF

BUILDER

SKETCH DESIGN

SUB-CONTRACTORS

Excavator

Concretor

Bricklayer
Drainer

Carpenter
Roofer

Plumber
Joiner
Plasterer

Glazier
Tiler

Painter

Landscaper

WORKING DRAWINGS

Specification
Details

CONTRACT

Attachment I

PERMITS

CONSTRUCTION

Site Clearance

Excavation

Footings
Base Brickwork

Drainage
Floors

Walls

Roof

Plumbing
Electrical

Linings
Joinery
Painting
Equipment
Landscape
Clearing

APPROVALS

Crown Lease

Planning - Siting
Building
Plumbing }
Drainage }
Electricity
Health

REALESTATEAGENT

TENANT

PURCHASER

LICENSING

Building Contractors
Plumbers }
Drainers }
Electricians

SOLICITOR

STATUTORY
INSPECTIONS

Building Footings
Identification Survey
Sanitary Drainage
Building Structure
Plumbing
Stormwater

Electrical

Building Final
Lease Compliance

OCCUPANCY

DEFECTS LIABILITY

PERIOD

TITLE TRANSFER

STATUTORY
CONTROLS

Health

Fire

Land Use

Building Structure
Services
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. levels to datum - height of land above sea level(Canberra is approximately 600

metres above sea level)

location of natural features, trees, rock out crops, water etc

location of improvements, buildings, fences, site access such a as driveways.

location of services and amenities, eg pubic transport, shopping centres, etc.

.

.

.

LOCAL& STATE REGULATIONS

There are regulatory authorities and building regulations that have to be meet.

These include:

. Construction - including Building Code of Australia

. Town Planning - Zoriing, set backs, site cover, heights

. Safety

. Fire zones and fire regulations

. Occupancy

. Supply Authorities

INFORMATION THAT HAS INFLUENCE ON VALUE OF SITE

ZONING

. ACT - Lease Purpose Clause

. Flexibility - is the site Maximising its value?

. Change - is it possible to change the site usage to increase its value?

. whatis the process required

. how long will it take to effectthe change?

. what are the costs associated with the change?

Subject No. AA606

SITE INVESTIGATION

When investigating a site you must consider the following:

' Size

. Orientation

. Drainage

. SoilType(Foundation)

. Shape

. Aspect

. Groundwater

. Vegetation

. Slope

. Microclimate

. Existing improvements
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Whatinfluence will these have on the cost of developing the site?

. are they adaptable orreusable?

. will there be demolition problems?

. will underpinning be required?

. is there any pollution or chance of the ground being polluted?

LOCATION

. Economical viability is determined by:

. Materialsupply and distribution

. WastedisPOSal

. Access toworkforce

. Convenience to customer

. Access to end user, employee to customer

ACCESS

Subject No. AA606

Is the site have accessed by:

. The current major Road system?

. A railsiding?

. The local road system and what new traffic will be generated?

. How is the site accessed?

. Whatis the current density of traffic?

. Are the roads wide enough?

. Is there on site parking?

. Is theirloading/unloading capacity?

Note:

. You may be required to engage consultants to undertake a Road Traffic and
Parking Impact Study which may result in refusal of proposed use

. Levy for road works - to upgrade or widen the current roads

. Levy for off site parking
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NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT

When investigating a site it is also necessary to assess the neighbourhood. Does it

I Is it appropriate to the zoriing?

2 Is it of appropriate quality?

3 Is it compatible to; does itsupport; oris it competition to the proposed
development?

4 Whatistheproximity toadjacentconstruction?

Where are the:

Fences

Retaining walls
Drainage
Building

Whattraffic does the neighbourhood generated?

Is there any pollution - eg: noise; air; sight

5

6
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SERVICES

What are the services offered in the immediate area; are they appropriate?
You should investigate

. Stormwaterdrainage

. Sewer

. Water

. Electricity

. Gas

. Telephone

. Post

. Garage

Finally you need to assess the VALUE of the site to a range of purchasers including
owners of adjacent properties.

,

.
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I^I
Using the above information as a check list you are to investigate the site located at:

15 Torrens Street being:

Block 4

Section 29
BRADDON

ASSESSMENT

From your inspection list below what aspects of the above site you would deem as
suitable and which aspects you would deem as unsuitable.

Subject No. AA606
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I^^
DEMOLITION

Approval from the relevant authorities must be obtained prior to demolition commencing
and the demolition must be camed outin accordance with applicable regulations:

The Building Code of Australia, ACT Appendix 1990 B2. 101 states:

READING

Precautions during demolition.

Demolition must be carried out:

in accordance with As 2601; and

in such a manner and with adequate safety precautions so as to protect the
public.

The procedure adopted for demolition work will depend of the type and location of the
current building. A Structural Engineer will need to be involved in the planning of all but
very simple demolitions. Knowledge of the original construction methods are important.
particularly when such methods as prestressed concrete have been used.

Problems of noise, dust and other nuisance to adjoining properties must be addressed.

The disposal of spoil can be of significant cost. This has resulted in the development of
recycle methods such as the pulverising of concrete for on site reuse or as fill or
aggregate.

a

b

Subject No. AA606

I^^
PROTECTION OF EXISTING CONSTRUCTION

READING

SHORING

Shoring is a temporary support placed against or under the wall of a building or some
other structure while modifications are carried out. The design of shores will vary
considerably according to the nature of the modifications to be carried out. A simple
prop may be allthatis required to alter the position of a doorway in a wall. Where as the
support of the wall of a high rise building while modifications to the base were carried out
would require detail design by a Structural Engineer
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Uses

Alterations to existing structures

a Cutting in neworenlarged doorways andwindows
b Construction of Basement under existing building
c Underpinning of walls, duetofoundation/tootingfailure.

Excavation adjoining a public way or existing building

Demolition work

a Portion of structureto be supported during demolition
b Supportofexistingstructures

Structural failure caused by

Uneven or excessive settlement of foundation
Fire
Erosion of foundation

2

3

4

a

b
C

TYPES OFSHORES

. Raking shores

. Flying shores

. Dead shores (vertical with needle)

Subject No. AA606

I^^
UNDERPINNING

Underpinning is the placing of new footings and/ or building a new wall below the walls
of an existing building.

It may be necessary to carry out underpinning to existing buildings under the following
circumstances

READING

2

A basement is to be constructed under an existing building

The footings of a new building are to be placed at a lower levelthan those of an
adjoining existing building

Faulty footings or foundation under an existing building3
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Underpinning may be of the following methods:

Brickwork

Installed under the existing footing, in approx. I metre lengths, leaving approx 3
metres between each first stage underpinning. Subsequent, in 3 more stages, I
metre lengths of underpinning are placed after the already installed lengths have
cured and are transferring the load to the lower levelfoundation.

2 Irisituconcreteplacedasabove

3 Pierand beam

In situ piers are placed at intervals under the existing footings, with shoulders
cast to take precast beams that are placed under the balance of the footing. The
new and existing are then wedged and the space between filled with a nori shrink
concrete or self expanding material.

Precast pile
This is usually carried out by a specialist piping company using their patent piling
techniques. A pile is jacked or driven under the existing tooting. This method
would be used where the required depth torthe new footing is 2 metres or more
below existing ground level.

4
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I^I
SUBSURFACE EXPLORATION

Methods used include

READING

. Augers

. TestPits

. Wash borings

. Dry sample borings

. RockDrilling's

. Geophysicalinstruments

Test to establish Allowable Bearing Pressure include:

. Drive pile and testload

. Dig pit and testload
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DEWATERING

Methods forthe removal of ground water include:

. Wellpoints

. Steel sheet piling and pumping

EXCAVATION

General and special excavation

PROTECTION OF EXCAVATION

Methods forthe protection of excavations include:

. Sloping sides

. Sloping sides with protection

. Steel soldier piles with wooden planks

. Interlocking steelpiles

. Precastconcrete

. Concrete (slurry or diaphragm wall)

. Bracing: Internalsloping
Horizontal/diagonal
Back tie

Subject No. AA606
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EXERCISES

Why is shoring used?

Subject No. AA606

2 Why would underpinning of a building be required?
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3 Listthe 6 ways that the subsurface of a site may be explored.

4 When would you have to excavate a site?

Subject No. AA606

6 Which authorities would you need to contact in the ACT for a permit to demolish
and existing building?
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I^^
FOOTINGS

PRINCIPLES OF FOOTINGS

I To interceptloads and tensile forces from the building structure, to divert them
and spread therin over a large enough area to utilise the maximum allowable
resistance of the ground. to provide for an acceptable amount of settlement or
give which will riot strain the structure.

Concentric loading is desirable.

2 To be strong enough to preventdownward loads shearing through the footing.

3 To withstand tensionaland shearforces generated by the tendency of the footing
to bend. (reinforcement is required unless the concrete is very thick)

4 To avoid unreliable or weak ground by carrying the footing down to adequate
foundation.

5 To utilise buoyancy when found in plastic or liquid soils of too greater depth to
reach a solid foundation (as in 4)

6 To accommodate movements of the ground due to swelling, shrinkage, slipping,
mining activity or the horizontal force of earthquakes

To withstand the corrosive elements of soil or water, pollutants, organic and non
organic element

8 Towithstandwaterpressurewhereitmayoccur.

READING

Subject No. AA606

7

Footings must comply with Statutory regulations and are subject to a formal
inspection and approval
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TYPES OFFOOTINGS

PADORISOLATEDFOOTINGSA

These are footings designed to carry concentrated loads. They must be of
sufficient area to distribute the load of the structure onto the foundation in a
uniform and predictab!e manner.

SMALLUNREINFORCEDCONCRETE PADFOOTING
This footing is suitable for light loads on stable foundation, their area must
be adequate to transfer the load within the allowable bearing pressure.
Used for example under piers to timber framed floors, and under posts
carrying limited loads.

REINFORCEDCONCRETE PAD FOOTING

This footing is used where loads are substantial, for instance under
columns and piers carrying wide spans or heavy loading. While, as
above, the footing must be of adequate area and depth, reinforcement is
used to increase resistance to stress, for example bending or shearing.

2

Subject No. AA606

3 GRILLAGE FOOTING

This footing is used when reinforcement would not be adequate to
distribute the load. Mild steel sections in opposing directions are used to
distribute the load. The footing is encased in concrete to provide
protection to the steel.

^:.

o0.00

\

I

To be concrete encased

I\
.\

o-

@

^: Set over concrete
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B SPREAD FOOTINGS

GRILLAGE FOOTING

See previous page, the galage footing could be classified as a spread
footing.

RAFTSLAB FOOTING

In this system the footing beams and slab are combined into a composite
footing and floor slab. The principle of this footing system is to provide a
sufficiently rigid structure to enable it to remain undamaged, and to carry
the load of the building, where the foundation is unpredictable, for
example filled ground, or unstable, for instance reactive soil, and
adequate foundation can notthe obtained at economical level below the
surface. The beams must the of sufficient depth, reinforcement and span
to act in the same manner as a "raft " on the ocean, that is remain
structuralIy sound ifthe ground is unstable for any reason.

2
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Old Type Construction
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MAT FOOTING

\

Solid stab of concrete, sometimes very heavily reinforced, sometime
covering the whole of the building site. This footing is used where the
load of the building must be distributed over such area to obtain allowable
bearing pressure under the footings, that the economical solution is to
take the footing down to the level where the allowable bearing pressure Is
equal to the uniformly distributed load of the total building The depth of
the footing and it's reinforcement will be governed by the requirement to
distribute the load evenly, without bending or shear from concentrated
loads. These footings may be I to 2.5 metres thick
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C STRIP FOOTINGS

Reinforced concrete footings designed to transfer a uniformly distributed load,
from for instance a wall, onto the foundation. This category offo0ting includes:

Deep Beam

LIGHT STRIP FOOTINGS

This footing must be wide enough to transfer the load within the allowable
bearing pressure of the foundation, and deep enough to distribute any
point loads so that they do not exceed the allowable bearing pressure of
the foundation. This footing relies on the foundation under to provide
adequate, predictable and identical bearing capacity under the whole of
the footing.

Subject No. AA606

?
,. DEEP BEAM FOOTING

This footing is designed to act as a beam, and must be able to span over
any predictable movement, or variation of bearing capacity in the
foundation. It is a footing commonly used in soils classed as moderately
reactive. Again the width of the footing must be sufficient to distribute the
load of the building within the bearing capacity if the foundation. The
footing must be of sufficient depth and have sufficient reinforcement to
allow it to span the predicted problem without damage to the structure.

3

Normal

PIERAND BEAM FOOTINGS

This footing is used when foundation of adequate bearing pressure, or
stable foundation, is not available close to the surface, but is available at
a reasonable and predictable depth. This may be an area of fill, be
adjacent to a deep excavation, or in an area of highly reactive soil. Here
the strip footing is designed as a beam, to span between piers of
concrete, either reinforced or unreinforced depending on the load and the
ground condition, taken down to a level of predictable adequate bearing
pressure and/or stable ground
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PIERAND BEAM FOOTING

PILES AND PILING

Piling is used where:

a load imposed by abuilding cannotbespread sufficiently overthe viable ground
without exceeding the allowable bearing capacity of the soil or where settlement
due to compaction of the site would be unacceptable.

b settlement due toweakunderlying strata is unpredictable butthere is reliable
rock or soil under the site. Includes building over mud and made up ground.

soilis liable to seasonal shrinkage or swelling

d you will be building over water

e there are tensionalforces tending to overturn orlifta structure ie

side winds on a high building
it wherecablesetcrequireanchoringintotheground
in where there is a requirement to resist upliftfrom ground swelling

after removal of the weight of tons of soil at the bottom of a deep
excavation.

f there is a need to resist lateral loads. eg piles can be driven angled to resist
angled forces on footing of a retaining wall or side impact on a wharf by shipping.

Subject No. AA606

C
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COMPACTEDSOILFOOTINGS

Suits sandy soils - Vibrofloatation

Compacted
Sand Piles

SA^!D FILL ColiiPACTED

VIBRATORY PROBE SOIL COMPACTION

Subject No. AA606
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Concrete Slab
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THE FUNCTION OF PILES

BEARING PILES
The toe of the pile is bearing on solid foundation. It is used when conventional
footings are uneconomicaldue to the depth of the required escavatation orwhere
hard stratiis covered by mud orwater.

FRICTION PILES
Are used where foundation material of a suitable bearing pressure is at a depth it
would be impossible or impractical to reach. Their carrying capacity is derived
from the friction between the surface of the pile and the foundation.

SHEET PILING
Is used as a temporary or permanentwallto retain earth, mud orwater.

2

3

CLASSIFICATION OF PILES

Piles may be classified according to the material from which they are made and/or the
method used to position them in the foundation. They are either concrete steel ortimber
and are driven, jetted or bored. (refer to illustrations)

Subject No. AA606

TIMBER PILE S+EC, I
""I'

STEEL PILING (Retaining)
with wood shoring

Steel
+o6

I

STEEL H PILE

11

11

STEEL SHEET PILING
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SHELL-LESS PILES

.
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IN-SITU PILE WITH BULB END 'FRANKI DRIVEN PILE'
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STEP TAPER PILE

^^
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CASED PILEWITH COMPRESSED BASE

^

BUTTON-BOTTOMEDCASED CONCRETE PILE
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CASED PEDESTAL CONCRETE PILE
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SHAVED PILE

PRECAST CONCRETE PILES
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401^*
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PRECASTJETTING PILE
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Drill
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LARGE DIAMETERANGERED PILE

Steel casing could follow anger into hole and be withdrawn when concreting if required

No vibration while drilling
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FOOTING LOADS

A footing is designed to support a number of differentloads. These loads are:

. DEAD LOAD OFTHE BUILDING
The sum of the frame, floors, roof, mechanical equipment and the footings themeless
(ie the total weight of allthe parts of a building added together)

. LIVE LOADS (refer to S. A. A Codes)
The sum of the weight of people, furnishings and equipment they use. This also
applies to snow, ice or water on the roof.

Subject No. AA606

^.. V ^,' ^/,

.

<=.

WIND LOADS

Loads which apply lateralIy and cause upward or downward loads on the footings

->^.

,
+

^

^,,,^.,, >

Note Loads may be point or distributed
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. HORIZONTALPRESSURE

Is caused by the pressure of the earth and water against basement walls

HORIZONTALTHRUSTS
Are thrusts from arches, rigid frames, domes, vaults ortensi!e structures.

BUOYANCYFORCES

This is the uplift caused by underground water

EARTHQUAKES
This is the vertical and horizontal forces caused by the motion of the earth relative to
the building.

.

.

.

Subject No. AA606
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,......,

From the information above labelthe following diagrams with their correct name?

What are the different types of stresses, strains and pressures that footings are
designed to withstand?

EXERCISE

Subject No. AA606
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From the information above labelthe following diagrams with their correct name?

What are the different types of stresses, strains and pressures that footings are
designed to withstand?

EXERCISE

Subject No. AA606
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I^^
RETAININGWALLS

Retaining walls are walls that are designed to carry lateral loads.

Relevant design information that is required;

Situation - where is the wall to be sited or located

2 Height-whatisthe heightofthewall

Whatis to be retained?

READING

3

a solids - have they been disturbed or not; or
b liquids

To what heightis the fill to be?

a levelwith the top of the wall
b below the top of the wall
c above the top of the wall

What is the nature of the rock or soil, behind the wall or on which the wallis
to be sited.

4
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5

11 Is the soil non-cohesive - if so is it dry, moist or saturated; or is it cohesive
soils Ie clay?

For soil under the wallitis necessary to know:

a geological strata
b for cohesive soil any slip plane
c ultimate strength
d liquid limit
e do-efficient of friction between soil and base

f sulphate content

I I I

6 Presence of water

Water will effect the stability of the wall by

a softening the soil
b reducing the friction of the soil
c causing swelling and therefore pressure on the wall
d building up hydraulicpressure
e lubricating the friction surface under the base
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f lubricating the slip plane in cohesive soils
g scouring and erosion of the walls foundations
h impactofwaves

What will be the additional loads? (Dead or Live)

a is the building resting on the retaining wall(basement)?
b is the load near the top of the wallthereforincreasing the lateral load?
c is there a likelihood of earthquakes?
d will there be moving loads on the wall eg a crane?
e will there be any vibrations to the wall?
f will there be any impactloads eg vehicle?
g will there be anytension loads eg mooring ropes?
h will goods or equipment be stacked on the soil behind the retaining wall

7

Subject No. AA606
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TYPESOF RETAININGWALLS

GRAVITY

Use the dead load for stability

2 FLEXIBLE

Act as a cantilever or arch or beam

3
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REVETMENT

For a surface bank

TYPES OF FAILURES THAT OCCURWITH RETAINING WALLS

Forward sliding

o

, .
.

o0

o.
. .

\

\! \c
I\\

11 Overturning

_cf

,:I

\

{ 41
17'

I
I

I I I

I

Settlement- due to overloading the foundation

^<
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IV Bulging or bending

V Circular slip - plane movement behind or under the retaining wall

~->,
->^.

->

->
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Inadequate anchorage (sheet piling)

I

^
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CONCRETESLURRYWALLS

The technique of building slurry walls involves the casting of concrete wallfrom 45 cm to
452 cm thickness and up to 30 metres deep, around one or more sides of an excavation.
The cast in place reinforced concrete wallis placed in sections usually riot exceeding 5
metres in length and the full depth required. The complete wall may serve a dual
purpose; acting as a retaining wall during the excavating phase while the interior
foundations are being built and later used as the permanent exterior foundation for the
walls of the building.
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Discuss with an architect or commercial builder some of the common problems
encountered with retaining walls in Canberra? How do they over come these problems?

EXERCISE

Subject No. an606
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Stresses are of the following types:

TENSION

This is a stress that tends to pull fibres of a materiel apart causing it to lengthen.

2 COMPRESSION
This is a stress which tends to push fibres together causing shortening.
Resistance of a material to compression is limited by its tendency to buckle and
this tendency to buckling often determines the size of compressive members.

The tendency to buckle depends on length of the member, its cross sectional
area and its lateral restraint.

Cable

Subject No. AA606

3 SHEAR

This occurs when planes slide relative to each other (as in household scissors).
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4 TORSION

This is a twisting stress that occurs where the loads tend to twist a member such
as where one beam is supported by another.

I~
\~ -

5

~
^

BENDING

This is a stress situation where both the tension and compression occurs in
different fibres of the same structural material
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STRUCTURALREQUIREMENTS

EQUILIBRIUM
A fundamental requirement that the building will riot move and that allforces and stress
are in equilibrium.

I
^. 10T

sr

I

STABILITY
A structure is unstable when the horizontal forces exceeds that of the vertical forces

5T
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STRENGTH

Structural members must be of sufficient strength to resist stresses set up inside them as
a result of imposed loads orforces

The strength of members depends on their material, shape and area
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What are the major stresses that would be applied to structural material?

EXERCISE

Subject No. AA606

Why is it imperative that these stresses are factored into the construction of a building?
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I^I
STEEL

READING

Steelis a widely used industrial metal, consisting mainly of iron which is alloyed with
carbon. Mild steel, the most commonly used structural steel, has a carbon content up to
0.04%. Steel can be cast, rolled, forged and welded. It is very ductile and replaced cast
iron, a more brittle material, which was used in early high rise construction. Steel was
first produced in the inid 1800's, however cast iron continued to be used until 1880s
when it was gradually replaced by mild steel.

Steel with special qualities can be produced by the addition of small quantities of
tungsten, chromium, vanadium, magnesium or other elements.

Stainless steel, for instance, is an alloy of iron, with 12n5% chromium and 0.2-0.3% of
carbon, the addition of nickel, tungsten and titanium renders it resistant to a wide
number of chemicals.

FABRICATION OF STEEL

Subject No. an606

Joint connection can be made by

2

3

Riveting
Bolting
Welding

RIVETING has been largely replaced by welding

BOLTING has the advantage of ease of construction and is widely used in field
construction.

Different grades of bolts include:

I Blackbolts, usedfortemporaryconnectionsduringerection
2 Turned brightbolts
3 Highstrengthbolts.

WELDING is the joining of two pieces of metal by heating them to their melting point so
as to produce a permanent union, of equal strength as the original components. The
advantages of welding include:

. Fast

. Saving in mass (weight)

. Saving in material
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. Machining processes eliminated

. Designsimplification

. Corrosionresistance

. Lackof noise

. Portability

Subject No. AA606
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EXAMPLESOFSTEELFRAMES

CLEARSPAN
Crane Loaded

SKILLION

Single Slope

Subject No. AA606

PROPPED PORTAL

CLEAR SPAN

BEAM COLUMN

Multi Bay
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TYPES OFSTRUCTURES

NON RIGID - SIMPLE

A connestion in which the ends of members will riot develop restraining moments
adversely affecting the remaining structure or parts

CUI

2 SEMI-RIGID

Refers to design in which the connections between the members are capable of
furnishing a dependable and known degree offixture restraint.

a Beam

Subject No. AA606

Col.
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Bending in Beam

Beam

FULLY RIGID

A connection of sufficient rigidity to hold angles between members rigid.

Angles welded to
column and beam
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4 STRUCTURALSTEELSECTIONS

ROUND
025 -, 50mm

FLAT
16 - 300 wide
3 - 50 thick

SQUARE
10 - 40mm

Subject No. AA606

EQUALANGLE

UNEQUALANGLE CHANNEL
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TAPERED FLANGE BEAM

Subject No. AA606

UNIVERSAL SECTION

I
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.............. ,..
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Read the information above and the article supplied by your tutorto answer the following
questions.

I Whydid steelconstructiongo "outoffashion"in Australia?

EXERCISE

Subject No. AA606

2 Why do engineers like to design building using steel?

3 What are the methods by which steelis "joined"?
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I^^
CONCRETE

Concrete is one of the main structural materials used in building.

Concrete is an artificial stone composed of:

READING

. Coarse aggregate (eg. blue metal)

. Fine aggregate (sand)

. Cemen^

. Water(to promote chemical change)

(*Cement is a finely ground mixture of limestone and clay, burnt at 2,600 to 3,000 to
produce a chemical change)

The properties of concrete are controlled by varying the proportions of it s ingredients.

Accurate proportion ing is essential, this can be achieved:

By mass (weight), which is more accurate than
By volume, this is usually used on job

A mix of the proportion I: 21 3 (cement, sand, coarse aggregate) gives a concrete
strength of 20 Mpa. (in compression)

By proportion ing, and the addition of additives, concrete can be manufactured to provide
a range of characteristics, these include:

. Highstrength

. Early strength

. Quickcuring

. Structural lightweight

. Nofines

Subject No. AA606

In most cases there is a trade off with increase of one characteristic resulting in a
reduction of another characteristic

STRENGTH

The strength of concrete for instance can vary from

. Compressive 15 to 85 Mpa
2 to 2.5 Mpa. Tensile
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The amount of water in the mix is the main influence on the strength of the concrete and
is referred to as the water cement ratio. The more water the weaker the resultant
concrete. The amount of water must resultin a mix that is sufficiently plastic to place and
eliminate voids, too much water will result in a weaker concrete and can cause the
components to segregate.

MIXING

. Concrete can be mixed by hand (small quantities)

. Onsite

. Pre mix ( bestfor quality control)

SLUMP TESTS are carried out on site to determine the amount of water in the mix

^!...

Subject No. AA606

200mm

REINFORCEMENT is used to improve the tensile strength of beams and slabs, the
compressive strength of columns, and to resist cracking due to shrinkage in slabs

Reinforcement is commonly manufactured from structural grade steel, the reinforcement
may be galvanised when the concrete will be exposed to highly corrosive atmosphere,
however this is relatively uncommon

Bars may be plain round, deformed, square or square twisted. Reinforcement bars may
be welded into a mesh orfabric.

loomm

Fill and tamp
with tampling rod

Reinforcement must be secured in position so that it is not displaced during the pour,
and correct location and cover must be maintained. reinforcement is usually located on
bar chairs and wired together.

To prevent rusting, reinforcement requires cover between 20
depending on exposure.

_^._^_slump

Invert, remove cone

and measure slump

FORMWORK is used to retain the concrete in it's plastic state. Although formwork is a
temporary structure it must resist the heavy load of the curing concrete. Formwork must
be placed in accordance with the applicable Australian Standards and in accordance
with the basic principles of quality, safety and economy

Stripping times will be specified by the Design Engineer Forms can generally be
stripped when concrete has reached two tillads of It's 28 day strength Vertical forms can
generally be stripped before forms to softits and beams

75 mm externalIy,
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PLACEMENT OF CONCRETE Concrete must be placed in such a manner as to prevent
segregation of ingredients and be compacted to avoid voids. Where the concrete has a
low water cement ratio or is heavily reinforced, vibration to achieve compaction is
essential.

.. .. .. .....
an, ....,........

EXERCISE

Why is it of paremountimportance that the mixture of concrete is correctfor a
specific construction job?

Subject No. AA606

2 Whatis a slump test and why is this test conducted on concrete?
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I^^
CLADDINGS

READING

The major purpose of cladding is to separate the indoor environment of a building from
the outdoors in such a way that the indoors can be brought to the desired set of
environmental conditions internally, forts intended use. this translates to a number of
separate and diverse functional requirements.

KEEPING OUTWATER
Water is often wind driven, sometimes even upwards. This presents particular problems
in very tall buildings because of a greater the surface meaning more water and greater
wind velocity to deal with.

PREVENTING AIR LEAKS
Smallleaks are wasteful and interfere with the energy efficiency of the building ~ they
can paly "havoc" with the heating and cooling systems of a building. These leaks
provide a path for water and. noise to enter the building.

Subject No. AA606

CONTROLLING RADIATION/CONDUCTIVE HEAT
Controls the amount of heat that can enter a building especially if there is insulation
between the cladding and exterior/interior walls.

CONTROLLINGWATERVAPOUR
Prevents water vapourfrom moving through the wall causing condensation or corrosion.

CONTROLLING SOUND

Cladding will act as a sound barrier especially in walls which are airtight and thick.
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PRE-CASTCONCRETECLADDING PANELS
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PRE-CASTCONCRETE PANELS-ATrACHMENTTO FRAME
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SECONDARYFUNCTIONSOFCLADDING

Provides resistance to wind forces especially in tall buildings, cladding can resist the
pressure and suction created by wind.

Resistance to movement "Buildings never rest' the are continually subject to
movement.

Thermal expansion
This when the building shrinks and grows with variation in temperature.

Moisture expansion and contraction
Moisture will enter, bricks, stone and other non-impervious materials.

11

I I I Structural movement

This results from footing settlement, column shortening, beams and slab
deflecting, wind and earthquake.

IV Fire Resistant

Cladding can be fire restante, can prevent floor to floor transmission in case of
fire or internal fire transfer because of fire resistant internal cladding.

V

Subject No. AA606

Weather gracefully
This is where the external cladding is designed to weather at the same rate and
accumulate dirt, grime and pollution evenly overthe building so as not to be as
noticeable or require continuous cleaning
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EXERCISE

Whatis the major purpose of external cladding?

Subject No. AA606

2 Discuss the various properties of external cladding with an architect/developer -
whatis the most common external cladding used in Canberra and why?
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I^^
BUILDING SERVICES

Services are those amenities that are required/installed in a Commercial and Industrlal
building to allow it operate effective Iy and efficiently.

READINGS

Services include:

. Water- hot & cold

. Sewerage

. Stormwater- both the building and grounds

. Gas & Oil

. Electrical

. Telephone

. Security

. Firesprtnklers

. Smokedetectors/alarms

. Hoses

. Extinguishers

. Rubbish disposal- general waste and toxic waste

. Airconditioning
ventilation; heating & cooling

. Vertical transportation
lifts, escalators, moving footpaths & ramps plus conveyor belts, goods lifts etc for
goods and stock.

. Computer building services

Subject No. AA606

Services for a building need to be designed by "experts"in a consultants capacity.
Typically you would need a

. Mechanical Engineer

. Electrical Engineer

. HydraulicEngineer

. Computer Engineer
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" ........

From the article supplied by your tutor list the number of building service that will be
included in the building reported in the article.

EXERCISE

Subject No. AA606


